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BUSINESS SOLUTIONS SHEET
The 2018 Ponemon Institute Data Breach Report highlighted
that insider threats continue to be a major security concern.
In response User Behaviour Analytics (UBA) is proving to be
an effective way to manage this risk. UBA utilises machine
learning to identify security anomalies, enabling security
professionals to detect and respond to issues such as insider
threats, compromised accounts and protecting privileged
accounts to stop unauthorised access to sensitive data.
Find out how RiverSafe can help businesses implement and
utilise UBA in their IT security infrastructure...
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WHY
RIVERSAFE?
In order to help analyse your digital workplace
and

locate

the

source

of

cyber-attacks,

enterprises need to utilise UBA. RiverSafe has
the capability to design and implement UBA as
well as integrate directly into your enterprise’s
infrastructure

in

order

to

maximise

your

security operations, investigation and response
capabilities. Furthermore, RiverSafe can help with
creating analytics use cases to complement or
replace your correlation use cases thereby giving
your organisation a whole new set of detection
capability.
RiverSafe delivers expertise in security and

INDUST RY C HALLENGE

understands best how to implement UBA. We
can help organisations configure the most

Cyber-attacks can come from anywhere, whether it be a

appropriate security tools whether that be Next-

single outside force, a group of unified terrorists or even a

Generation SIEM, UBA or a combination of both,

disgruntled employee looking to cause harm. With so many

identifying which tools are the best fit for your

possible origin points it can be hard to prevent them all, let

security environment.

alone figure out where the attacks are coming from. There is
just not enough time or manpower to tackle the daily cyber
issues that enterprises face and so an appropriate defence
is needed.

Many enterprises already utilise SIEM, but it can be hard
to track users within the enterprise with this alone. UBA
complements SIEM, helping to solve this problem by
differentiating what is normal from what is abnormal within

More than 50% of
attacks originate
from compromised
accounts and could be
prevented with User
Behaviour Analytics.
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the business, helping to mitigate the risks of both insider
threats and external attackers. To do this, a normal baseline
is defined based on user behaviour such as file access, logins
and network activity, over an extended period. The UBA
can then quickly identify user deviations from that norm,
and generate an alert. In the case of attackers entering the
system, UBA can tell whether an employee’s credentials are
being used by outsiders. For legitimate employees, UBA can
also spot changes in activity that signal insider data theft or
IT sabotage.

User Behaviour Analytics (UBA)

UBA is the tracking, collecting and assessing of user data and
activities using monitoring systems. UBA systems provide
your cybersecurity teams with actionable insights to tackle
internal fraud and prevent back-door activity by monitoring
user behaviour and highlighting anomalies. It monitors the
behaviour of traffic entering and exiting your network.

UBA

utilises

machine

learning

to

understand

what

constitutes normal behaviour for a employees. With this
information a baseline is created for each user and if activity
falls above or below this baseline it will be flagged to the
administrator. UBA looks for activity that is differentiating
itself from the norm and highlights it to create awareness
around a potential threat. By leveraging UBA, enterprises
open the door to more accurate threat detection whilst
being provided with automated security orchestration and
playbooks for efficient incident response.

UBA provides organisations with multiple ways in which
statistics can be analysed and categorised. With UBA the
type of data that can be profiled are both categorical and
numerical in nature. For example, UBA can be used to track
login counts for a user to learn how many assets they have
connected to. One of the biggest benefits of UBA is how
it uses machine learning. Machine learning is integrated

O U R A P P ROAC H

T HE S O L U T I O N
We recommend that all enterprises incorporate
some form of UBA into their cyber defence plans.
Our experienced security professionals will work
to understand the framework of your business
and its security operations. We will also work
to understand who the critical users are in the
organisation, mapping these out on the system,
and we will make sure the UBA understands
who needs alerting to a given situation. Likewise,
RiverSafe will optimise UBA to remove fears
around who has administrative access to your
cyber security solutions.

We help our customers with the installation and
set-up of UBA, defining user thresholds in order to
enable the security team to quickly identify any
compromised accounts... Not only that, RiverSafe’s
expert consultants will educate and mentor
around how best to deploy and utilise UBA tools.
RiverSafe will help to train your internal team
and deliver support when needed to ensure your
business is reaping all the benefits that UBA offers
to your enterprise.

with security analytics to help devise complex models and
algorithms for tracking user behaviour. By utilising machine
learning, efficiency can be improved as the UBA learns
patterns and prioritises monitoring the parts of the network
where malicious traffic appears more frequently.

UBA identified a privileged
account that had been
compromised where the SIEM
failed to detect it. The SIEM
treated the event as normal but,
using machine learning, UBA
flagged it as abnormal.
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ABOUT RIVERSAFE

WHY RIVERSAFE

RiverSafe is a leading cyber security intelligence partner,

We offer a comprehensive capability to enable our customers

supporting companies to put security at the heart of business

to accelerate time to value, derisk deployment and manage

operations & yield actionable business insight. Proudly supporting

business risks.

some of the world’s biggest companies -– including Vodafone,
Deutsche Banks and BP.

•

Passionate about customer success

Our expertise in both cyber solutions and our longstanding

•

Flexible, highly skilled resources

technology partnerships gives our customers an advantage over

•

Comprehensive suite of services

•

Collaborative

•

Proven track record

•

Vendor endorsed

evolving threats. We provide perspective on the status of security
infrastructure and remove existing silos to create a unified view of
activity and generate better operational outcomes.

For more information please visit:
www.riversafe.co.uk

GET IN TOUCH

If you would like to find out more about how RiverSafe can
help you please get in touch.
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